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FIRST SECOND, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Tillie Walden (illustrator). Language: English .
Brand New Book. Ignatz Award winner Tillie Walden s powerful graphic memoir Spinning captures
what it s like to come of age, come out, and come to terms with leaving behind everything you used
to know. It was the same every morning. Wake up, grab the ice skates, and head to the rink while the
world was still dark. Weekends were spent in glitter and tights at competitions. Perform. Smile. And
do it again. She was good. She won. And she hated it. For ten years, figure skating was Tillie Walden
s life. She woke before dawn for morning lessons, went straight to group practice after school, and
spent weekends competing at ice rinks across the state. Skating was a central piece of her identity,
her safe haven from the stress of school, bullies, and family. But as she switched schools, got into
art, and fell in love with her first girlfriend, she began to question how the close-minded world of
figure skating fit in with the rest of her life, and whether all the work was worth it given the reality:
that she, and her friends on...
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Extensive manual for pdf fanatics. This can be for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the very
best pdf i have go through inside my individual existence and might be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Dorian Roob-- Dorian Roob

These sorts of ebook is the greatest ebook readily available. Sure, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf
from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz-- Nicolette Hodkiewicz
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